I. INTRODUCTION
Dimension study plays a vital role in the field of mathematics. Since the real life problems are not only in the single real line part. To get a complete solution of any physical problem we need solution of whole the dimension. For one face study of any experiment, twodimension takes a part to know how much membership in this face and for the study of surface and volume threedimension takes a part to know how much membership as a whole body in the surface and volume. So to study how much percentage is occupying as a member, called membership function along the respective axes, this article is come out.
In the article of Zadeh [1] some of the classical set properties are not satisfied, so Baruah has defined new complement definition of fuzzy set in the imprecise form that can be satisfied all the properties of classical set theory in their article [3] .
Fuzzy numbers are defined in the Cartesian product form in the article [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [15] . All the Cartesian product fuzzy numbers are the order pair just like different dimensional co-ordinate points.
Imprecise numbers are the interval definable of fuzziness numbers which is explained in the preliminary section. Here, the concept of imprecise number over the real line defined in the Baruah [3] , [4] , [5] , [8] is extended into particular form namely two and three dimensional imprecise numbers so that we can study effect of fuzziness as a membership in each and every part of the occupied body. Identification of effect of fuzziness character in the specific dimension will help to solve many difficult practical problems. For examples how must be attractive a drop of red light in the groups of decoration of color light is one of the important application of signal apply in different purpose by the various institutions. As red light has the longest wave length, among the same different colors having same weightiest, red light will certainly focus in eye in comparison to remaining color lights. In those places how much that signal solve their purposes are two and three dimensional imprecise numbers. Along with complement of membership function of two and three dimensional imprecise numbers defined with reference function help us to know much is the dullness of color can be present from the containing group of color lights.
Set is defined for all well-defined objects. So any two and three dimensional imprecise numbers nothing but are also sets that can satisfies all the properties of classical set theory. The set theory properties occur under the set operations of intersection and union are proof in the definition of two and three dimensional imprecise numbers with counter examples.
Rest of this article is organized as follows-Section II preliminaries, Section III introduction definition of two dimensional imprecise numbers and its complement along with prove of their properties, Section IV introduction definition of three dimensional imprecise numbers and their complement. Finally section V goes to the conclusion and the discussion.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Before start of this article it is necessary to recall the definition of imprecise number, partial presence, membership value etc. over the real line which are discussed in the article of Baruah [3] , [4] , [5] , [8] . Dhar [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] and Borgoyary [14] are also defined same definitions in their articles to apply in some field of 
A. Imprecise Number
Imprecise number is a closed interval is divided into closed sub-intervals with the partial presence of element in both the intervals.
B. Partial Presence
Partial presence of an element in an imprecise real number is described by the present level indicator function which is counted from the reference function such that present level indicator for any x, , is , where .
C. Membership Value
If an imprecise number is associated with a presence level indicator function , where
With a constant reference function 0 in the entire real line. Where is continuous and non-decreasing in the interval , and is a continuous and nonincreasing in the interval with , 
E. Complement
For a normal imprecise number N= { as defined above, the complement { will have constant presence level indicator function equal to 1, the reference function being for .
III. TWO DIMENSIONAL IMPRECISE NUMBER
In the definition of Baruah [3] , [4] , [5] imprecise number is defined over the real line. It is along the X-axis. This case is studied if the effect of fuzziness over the physical significance is along the x-axis or the real line when all other remaining axes are already fully membership or the membership value having one. In practical such standard problems are limited. So, to study more practical problems it may be introduced two dimensional imprecise numbers. Two dimensional numbers are expressible in XY-plane. Here, imprecise number is defined in the two-dimensional form such a way that full membership along the x-axis and the y-axis are considered membership value as one and the other axes are already fully membership. For example at any instant one short of travelling of water wave up to what distance is the x-axis and the height of the tide occur during their rise is the y-axis.
A. Definition
A two dimensional imprecise number is a closed interval ( ) ( ) which can be divided into sub intervals with a partial element is presence in both the intervals. Where all the points in this interval are element of Cartesian product of two sets and both the sets X and Y are the imprecise numbers.
B. Definition
Partial presence of an element in two-dimensional imprecise number 
C. Definition
For a two-dimensional imprecise number,
the indicator function will be represented and defined by
Such that
where is non-decreasing function over the closed interval ( ) ( ) and is nonincreasing over the closed interval, ( ) .
D. Definition
For a two-dimensional normal imprecise number
Where is non-decreasing function over the closed interval ( ) ( ) and is nonincreasing over the closed interval, (
) .
E. Definition
If a two-dimensional imprecise number 
is 
Based on the conditions of classical set theory properties can be proposed into two dimensional imprecise numbers also.
Intersection and union of two dimensional imprecise numbers 
Union:
Since all the imprecise numbers along the real line can be satisfied the theory of classical set and Boolean algebra. First it can be claimed that the theory of intersection and union of two dimensional imprecise numbers are empty and the universal set respectively. For this purpose let us consider a dram filled with half portion water along the X-axis and Y-axis respectively is shown in the following figure: 
B. Property-Commutative laws
(ii) (
F. De Morgan's Law-
(i) ( ( ) ( )) (ii)( ( ) ( ))
IV. THREE DIMENSIONAL IMPRECISE NUMBER
It is mentioned in the definition of two dimensional imprecise numbers that the effecting parts of a body of fuzziness are along the two axes and all others are already fully membership. Roughly any physical problem can be expressed more or less in the three dimensions form. So to study effect of fuzziness in the body along the length, breadth and height it may be introduces three dimensional imprecise numbers. Three dimensional numbers are expressible in XYZ-solid geometry. Here, imprecise number is defined in the three-dimensional form such a way that full membership along the x-axis, the y-axis and the z-axis respectively is considered membership value one. For example at any instant one short of travelling of solitary wave up to what distance is the x-axis and the height of the tide occur during their rise is the y-axis and thickness is the z-axis.
A. Definition
A three dimensional imprecise number is a closed interval ( ) ( ) divided into sub intervals with a partial element is presence in both the intervals. Where all the points in this interval are element of Cartesian product of two sets and the sets X, Y and Z are imprecise numbers.
B. Definition
Partial presence of an element in a three-dimensional imprecise real number ( ) ( ) is described by the present level indicator function ,which is counted from the reference function such that present level indicator for any , ( ) is , where .
C. Definition
For a three-dimensional imprecise number,
where is non-decreasing function over the closed interval ( ) ( ) and is non-increasing over the closed interval, ( ) .
D. Definition
For a three-dimensional normal imprecise number,
where is non-decreasing function over the closed interval ( ) .
E. Definition
If a three-dimensional imprecise number, 
is called membership value of the indicator function, , where
F. Definition
For a three-dimensional normal imprecise number 
Let us consider a cuboid that stands in the xyz-plane such that portion of the region is occupied by the dark region of water shown in the following figure: 
F. De Morgan's Law:
(ii)
V. CONCLUSION
As the solution of practical problem is the main objective of this article. So the possible effect of fuzziness of any particle is suggested to study along all the axes. If the problem is solved in one part of the axis may not be overcome for whole the body because of not study of other part of the body. All types of imprecise numbers are considered as usual set to have same characters and properties. So, known characters of the classical sets are helped to identify the characters of the above mentioned imprecise numbers. Operations of intersection and union of sets are the tools to prove of the above properties. Maximum and minimum operators are the operations of union and intersection in the above sections of the article. Other properties based on the remaining operations of classical set are left for future study.
